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A SERIOUS CHARGE-CAN IT BE TRUE?

ARM AND DAIRY was Informed recently that the farmers of 
of Denmark are able to purchase Canadian mill feeds, from 
the mills around Kenora and Port Arthur, at lower prices *han 

our Eastern Canadian farmers have to pay for the same feed*. 
If this is the case it helps to explain how it is that the Danish 
farmers are able to feed their hogs on our mill feeds and then 
drive our bacon out of the British market.

A prominent Canadian manufacturer furnished Farm and 
Dairy with this Information. He stated that It cost him more to 
send a car load of his goods from,such a point as Ottawa to 8t. 
John, N. B., than it did when he sent the goods through to Liver
pool or London, Eng.
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The large business we are doing in the sale of 
Simplex Link - Blade Separators and Milking 
Machines in no way interferes with the prompt 
shipping of any article you may need in your 
Creamery or Cheese Factory. The following is 
only a partial list of the goods we are prepared to 
ship on short notice :
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THE EXPLANATION.

Our western millers, when they ship their mill feeds to East- 
Canadian lines. The Canadian 

Pacific is practically the only line they can use. Having no 
petition to meet, this railway is able to make its own charge for 
hauling this feed and our Eastern farmers are forced to pay it 
or give up the use of such feeds.

When, however, our western millers desire to ship their pro
duct to the farmers in Denmark they have their choice of sev
eral roads. They can ship either by Canadian lines or through 
the United States, by such ports as Boston and New York. It Is 
claimed that our Canadian railways in order that they 
hold this business and meet the competition of the United States 
roads, have been giving a lower rate on mill feeds sent to Den
mark than they have on similar feeds consumed here In Canada.

On receipt of this information. Farm and Dairy wrote to the 
Canadian Pacific Railway, and asked for a schedule of their rates 
for handling mill feeds from Kenora to Eastern Canadian points, 
and, also to Liverpool, Eng., and Copenhagen, Denmark. A reply 
has been received that dodges the question. We are given the 
rate asked for to the points in Eastern Canada, but 
apply to Montreal for the steamship rate from St. John, N.B., to 
Liverpool and Copenhagen. The latter implies that the Canadian 
Pacific does not quote a through rate. It Is well known that it
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We will ship any order, large or small, to any 
part of Canada. Our prices are such that you will 
profit by buying your supplies at the next
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DR. MILLS IS INVESTIGATING.

Farm and Dairy has now referred the matter to Dr. James 
Mills, the special representative of our farmers on the Board of 
Railway Commissioners for Canada. Dr. Mills has promised to 
conduct an investigation. In a letter we received from him re
cently Dr. Mills stated that he was finding It necessary to In
vestigate the steamship at well as the railway rate*.

It it possible that the railway company may claim that the 
Board of Railway Commleeionere has no power to investigate 
steamship rates. In such 
Mills to gain the needed Information. Should such prove to be 
the case we, ae farmers vitally interested In this matter, will 
have to adopt other meant of gaini 
rates. If Hon. Sydney Fisher sen
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the required schedule of 
deputation of Canadian 

farmers to Denmark, to Investigate conditions surrounding the 
bacon industry in that country, as he hat been asked to do, it 
will be a simple matter for the members of the Commission to
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find what the mill feeds, the Danish farmers purchase 
of the Atlantic, cost them. In the meantime this matter muet 
not be allowed to drop until it has been sifted to the bottom.
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We have a goodly number of them 
right in this section of Norfolk Co., 
« hose buildings are a disgracj to their 
farms. The same men nave $‘20,000 
or $30,000 in the bank or placed out 
on mortgagee. If any one needed a 
demonstration setting forth the evils 
of the present system of assessment, 
he should come to Port Rowan.
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In Holland land sells at $boo to 
while here land is

pays a rent of 
100 an acre, and by intensive 

culture and great yield cows he makes 
a living, clears the heavy rental, 
maintains or increases the fertility of 
his soil, and lays up some money.
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